Gender Issue

Clean Water Alliances China
Facts about women in China

- Congress: 22% delegates
- Victim of family violence
- Countryside 99,61,38
- Sanitation Campaign
Female
Who are suffering
Water & Women

• TV talk show with millions viewers at HK Phoenix Station
• Women by nature tends to cherish clean water more than men
CWA is managed by females

- 4 executives are female
- Ms Luosangmeiduo (Tibetan), Zhimin Jiao, Sujing Wang & Ai Li
- They have been running day to day work, in charge of seminars, workshop, projects and media coverage
Most of the volunteers are female
Influence Others

- For dinner, visit abroad, decision making, auditing, negotiations,
- Women play important role in CWA
- We insist on other partners to do the same
Room for Improvement

- Female into Board
- National network
- Fund raising
- Influence Society